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Abstract: This study aims to assess the performance of different dynamical downscaling methods
using updated land surface information. Particular attention is given to obtaining high-resolution
climate information over China by the combination of an appropriate dynamical downscaling
method and updated land surface information. Two group experiments using two land surface
datasets are performed, including default Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) land surface
data (OLD) and accurate dynamically accordant MODIS data (NEW). Each group consists of three
types of experiments for the summer of 2014, including traditional continuous integration (CT),
spectral nudging (SN), and re-initialization (Re) experiments. The Weather Research and Forecasting
(WRF) model is used to dynamically downscale ERA-Interim (reanalysis of the European Centre
for Medium-Range Weather Forecast, ECMWF) data with a grid spacing of 30 km over China.
The simulations are evaluated via comparison with observed conventional meteorological variables,
showing that the CT method, which notably overestimates 2 m temperature and underestimates
2 m relative humidity across China, performs the worst; the SN and Re runs outperform the CT
method, and the Re shows the smallest RMSE (root means square error). A comparison of observed
and simulated precipitation shows that the SN simulation is closest to the observed data, while the
CT and Re simulations overestimate precipitation south of the Yangtze River. Compared with the
OLD group, the RMSE values of temperature and relative humidity are significantly improved in CT
and SN, and there is smaller improved in Re. However, obvious improvements in precipitation are
not evident.
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1. Introduction

General circulation models (GCMs) are the most commonly used tools for understanding and
attributing past climate variations and generating future climate projection. However, their horizontal
resolution is often too low to accurately resolve regional or climatic features caused by complex
terrain, urban areas, sea-land junctions, and differences in vegetation, land use, and land cover.
The downscaling of GCM results or reanalysis data is the main method used to obtain high-resolution
regional or local climatic data and establish relationships between global circulation and regional
climate [1].

With the development of regional climate models (RCMs) [2,3], dynamical downscaling, which
is based on the physical and dynamical frameworks of regional models, has become widely used in
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downscaling experiments [4,5]. Dynamical downscaling typically begins with a set of coarse-resolution
large-scale fields from either GCM or global reanalysis data, which are used to provide the initial (ICs)
and lateral meteorological and surface boundary conditions (LBCs) to nested RCMs. The traditional
dynamical downscaling approach is to conduct a long-term continuous simulation using the RCMs.
The RCMs are intended to add regional detail in response to interactions between regional-scale
forcing (e.g., topography, coastlines, land use, land cover, and vegetation) and larger-scale atmospheric
circulations [2,6]. Assuming that the large-scale field is correct, the maximization of retained and
added values becomes the focus of dynamical downscaling problems. “Value retained” indicates
how well an RCMs maintains agreement with the large-scale behavior of the global model forcing
data. “Value added” indicates how much additional information the RCMs can provide beyond the
highest-resolution global model output or reanalysis data [7–9]. During the dynamical downscaling
process, errors are introduced in two primary ways. First, error may be introduced through the limited
description of RCMs physical processes, including cloud-related processes, cumulus convection
schemes, and land surface-atmosphere interactions. Second, error may be caused by coarse-resolution
large-scale fields from GCMs outputs or global reanalysis data, which are used as initial conditions
and lateral and surface boundary conditions for the RCMs.

RCMs results may drift away from large-scale forcing fields in the traditional dynamical downscaling
approach due to the steady accumulation of errors during long continuous model integrations. Using
this method, not enough large-scale value is retained by RCMs dynamical downscaling. To address
this issue, nudging techniques have been introduced to RCMs that successfully constrain the growth
of error in large-scale circulations and simultaneously allow the free development of small-scale
circulations [10–14]. Common nudging methods include grid nudging (GN) [10,15] and spectral
nudging (SN) [11,16]. GN, in which Newtonian relaxation is used to adjust the model predictions
at individual grid points with the same strength, is developed and applied for retrospective
meteorological modeling for air quality applications [17–19]. SN imposes time-variable large-scale
atmospheric states on a regional atmospheric model [11]. SN is scale selective and can be desirable
in an RCMs because it relaxes only the longer wavelengths in the simulation toward the driving
model fields, which allows small-scale variability from the RCMs to develop. SN also minimizes
distortion at the lateral boundaries and eliminates the dependence of the RCMs solution on domain
size and position [12,20]. However, the short-wave information provided by RCMs is believed to be
more reliable than that provided by GCMs. Therefore, grid nudging has the risk of over-forcing the
RCMs at small scales and SN may theoretically outperform GN [18,21,22]. von Storch et al., reported
that the SN method could be successful in keeping the simulated states closest to the driving state
at large scales, while generating small-scale features [11]. By keeping long waves in the nudging
term, Miguez-Macho et al., found that SN can simultaneously help eliminate large-scale precipitation
bias and maintain small-scale features [12,23]. Ma et al., performed downscaling experiments over
China, showing that SN produces better dynamical downscaling performance for precipitation [24].
In addition, the re-initialization method also has proven effective for the acquisition of regional climatic
features [6,25–27]. This downscaling method frequently updates the ICs and LBCs and shortens the
continuous integration times by running short simulations that are frequently reinitialized. SN and
re-initializations have shown excellent downscaling performance in different regions [18,24,27].

In dynamical downscaling, it is critical to obtain as much added value as possible while
maximizing the value retained. SN and re-initialization effectively constrain escalating systematic
errors during long-term continuous RCMs integrations. Consequently, RCMs can obtain more reliable
large-scale circulation features, achieving dynamical downscaling retained value. However, in order
to achieve added value, local small-scale features must be embodied in RCMs, which requires RCMs
to describe actual atmospheric processes as accurately as possible.

RCMs have significant advantages in the description of local small-scale features because they are
coupled with a variety of parameterization processes. Land surface-atmosphere interactions are an
important component of the climate system [28,29]. Land surface processes control the exchanges of
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momentum, heat, and moisture between the land surface and atmosphere, which critically affect the
RCMs simulation performance; near-surface meteorological fields and boundary layer processes are
extremely sensitive to land surface processes [30–32]. An accurate treatment of boundary conditions
is a central issue in regional modeling [33–35]. Static land surface data are important inputs for
regional modeling, as they determine pivotal land surface parameters, such as land use and land
cover, vegetation fraction, and leaf area index, reflecting the non-uniformity and complexity of the
lower boundary. The accuracy of land surface information affects the determination of land surface
processes, which in turn affects the performance of models in simulating regional climate. Enhancing
the land surface information accuracy improves the description of land surface processes, more
accurately reflecting land surface-atmosphere interactions in RCMs, which in turn delivers more
valuable small-scale regional information and achieves added value. However, land surface processes
are extremely complicated and affected by various factors. Despite active development, the perfection
of land-surface models is a difficult and complex task. As the main two land surface parameters,
land use and vegetation reflect the characteristics of different underlying surfaces and affect land
parameters in the land surface model [36,37]. Therefore, during the use of different dynamical
downscaling methods, updating the dynamically accordant initial land use and vegetation information
is a cost-effective and practical way to improve downscaling results in regional models.

The Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model is one of the most widely used regional climate
models in dynamical downscaling. It includes two default land use datasets. The first is the Advanced Very
High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) land use data product developed by the U.S. Geological Survey
(USGS) between April 1992 and March 1993, which includes 24 USGS categories [38]. The second
is the MODIS land use data product, which was developed at Boston University between January
and December 2001 and includes 20 categories developed by the International Geosphere-Biosphere
Programme (IGBP) [39]. As mentioned above, the accuracy of these land use data products in China is
relatively low [40–42]. Wu et al., noted that land use and land cover has changed significantly across
China since the beginning of the 21st century [43]. The default vegetation fraction of the WRF model is
derived from the 5-year AVHRR normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) climatology, which
covers the period from 1985 to 1990 at a resolution of 0.144◦ [44]. Zhao et al., found that the vegetation
fraction over China has changed dramatically in recent years [45]. Li et al., found that compared
with the MODIS remote-sensing vegetation fraction, the WRF default vegetation fraction, which was
estimated in northeastern China, is becoming gradually less representative [46]. The studies discussed
above show that the land surface characteristics given by the default land use and vegetation fraction
data of the WRF are no longer particularly representative over China.

A precondition is hypothesized that both SN and re-initialization methods allow the development
of small-scale regional information while maintaining large-scale circulation information, and that
accurate land surface data improves the model description of land surface process and increases
the added value of dynamical downscaling. Therefore, an unresolved problem lies in whether
updating dynamically accordant land surface information of land use and vegetation fraction improves
dynamical downscaling performance in different dynamical downscaling methods. This study aims to
assess the performance of different dynamical downscaling methods (traditional long-term integrations,
spectral nudging, and re-initialization) using updated land surface information. Particular attention
is given to obtaining high-resolution climate information over China by the perfect combination
of an appropriate dynamical downscaling method and updated land surface information. Several
experiments were performed involving two experimental groups. One group is based on the WRF
default USGS land surface data, and the other is based on updated 2014 MODIS remote sensing
land surface data, which is consistent with the simulation period. Each group consists of three tests
involving the traditional, spectral nudging, and re-initialization methods. The tests, which feature grid
spacing of 30 km over China, investigate the performance of different dynamical downscaling methods
and the contribution of updating dynamically accordant land surface data to ERA-Interim (reanalysis
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of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecast, ECMWF) dataset downscaling using the
WRF model.

The following Section 2 describes the land surface dataset, experimental setup, model details, and
the observation datasets that are used to validate the downscaling results. Section 3 presents the results
from different dynamical downscaling methods using different land surface datasets. A discussion
and summary are presented in Section 4.

2. Data and Methods

2.1. Experimental Setup

In order to assess the performance of different dynamical climate downscaling methods and verify
whether the updated dynamically accordant land surface data improve downscaling performance,
two group experiments are designed. The first, OLD, is based on the default WRF land surface
data, which includes USGS land use and the AVHRR vegetation fraction; the second, NEW,
is based on MODIS updated land surface data, including The MODIS Land Cover Type product
(MCD12Q1) of land use and MODIS/Terra Vegetation Indices Monthly L3 Global 1 km SIN Grid V006
(MOD13A3) of vegetation fraction during the simulation period. Each experimental group consists of
three tests, including the traditional continuous integrations approach (CT), spectral nudging (SN),
and re-initialization (Re) methods. Experimental details are provided in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of experimental designs.

Experiment Method
Land Surface Data

WRF Default New MODIS

OLD_CT Tradition method Yes No
OLD_SN Spectral nudging Yes No
OLD_Re Re-initialization Yes No
NEW_CT Tradition method No Yes
NEW_SN Spectral nudging No Yes
NEW_Re Re-initialization No Yes

2.2. Model Description

The WRF model is used with the Advanced Research WRF (ARW) dynamic core version 3.7
in this study [47]. The model domain is centered at 35◦ N and 105◦ E with 220 × 260 horizontal
mass grids points at 30 km spacing (Figure 1); it encompasses all of continental China. The Lambert
conformal conic projection is used for the model horizontal coordinates. In the vertical dimension,
38 terrain-following eta levels are used from the surface to 10 hPa. Initial and boundary conditions
for the large-scale atmospheric fields, as well as initial soil parameters (soil water, moisture, and
temperature) are given by the 0.703◦ ERA-Interim datasets. The domain lateral boundary is composed
of a one-point specified zone and a four-point relaxation zone. The main physical options used
include the WRF double-moment 6-class (WDM6) microphysical parameterization [48], the community
atmosphere model (CAM) longwave and shortwave radiation [49], Yonsei University planetary
boundary layer scheme [50], the unified Noah land-surface model [51], Kain-Fritsch cumulus
parameterization scheme [52], and community Land Model version 4.5 lake scheme [53,54].

For the traditional continuous integration and SN methods, the model was integrated from
0000 UTC on 22 May to 0000 UTC on 1 September 2014. The initial 10 days are considered to be a
spin-up period; the evaluation period spans 1 June to 31 August. When SN is conducted, all waves
with wave numbers greater than a preset number are not nudged. In this study, the wave number is set
at 5 in both directions (m = n = 5, where m and n represent the wave numbers in zonal and meridional
directions, respectively). This preliminary choice is based on two considerations. The first is the scale
of the driving field in which the GCM is able to provide reliable information, which is also expected to
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be captured by RCMs. von Storch et al., determined that scales of about 15◦ and larger are considered
to be reliably analyzed by GCM outputs [11]. The other consideration is the size of the WRF domain.
In this study, the WRF domain size is about 6600 × 7800 km in the zonal and meridional directions,
respectively. Hence, a wave number of 5 is employed in both directions in order to capture reanalysis
data features with scales of 1300–1500 km [18,24].

The Re method simulation was performed using daily re-initialization of the atmosphere as
follows. First, the model is initialized at 1200 UTC on 31 May, after which it spins up for 12 h until
0000 UTC and runs until 0000 UTC on 2 June. Then, the model is reinitialized at 1200 UTC on 1 June
and spins up again and runs until 0000 UTC on 3 June. After spin-up, the state of the atmosphere is
joined with the surface conditions of the previous 24 h simulation. This procedure is repeated throughout
the 31 May to 1 September 2014 simulation period. In this manner, the surface conditions remain
continuous while the atmosphere is reinitialized every 24 h using ERA-Interim, but with 12 h spin-up
period. The individual 24 h simulations are then concatenated in a long climatological time series.Atmosphere 2018, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW  5 of 23 
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2.3. Land Surface Data

As mentioned above, the accuracy of the MODIS land use data (2001) and 24 categories of USGS
land use data (1992–1993) used in the WRF model over China is relatively low [40–42]. To explore
the effect on downscaling of updated dynamically accordant land surface data, the WRF default
USGS land use data are replaced with 2013 MODIS MCD12Q1 land use dataset, which was the latest
year available at the time of this analysis. The MODIS land use data product has been evaluated
and shown to be highly accurate [39]. The 20 IGBP MODIS land use data categories are converted
into the 24 USGS categories, as the IGBP-based classification has limited applicability (and used
only in the Noah Land Surface Model). Table 2 maps these relationships. In Figure 2, the spatial
distribution of the 24 default WRF USGS land use categories (Figure 2, OLD_LU) and the updated
MODIS products (Figure 2, NEW_LU) in the simulation period are shown at the model resolution.
The major land use features of OLD_LU and NEW_LU are similar, but there are numerous regional
differences. For example, in northwestern Tibet Plateau, OLD_LU is comprised largely of mixed
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shrubland/grassland (category 9), which NEW_LU indicates as barren or sparely vegetated (category
19). This is consistent with the results of Liang et al. [55] and Zhang et al. [56]. The cropland/grassland
mosaic (category 5) changed to shrubland (category 8) mixed forest (category 15) in the Guizhou
and Hunan province (Figure 1). The cropland and pasture (categories 2/3) in northern Guizhou and
cropland/woodland mosaic (category 6) in eastern Jiangxi change to shrubland (category 8) and mixed
forest (category 15), which is consistent with recent policies calling for the return of farmland to forest
in China. The urban and built-up land (category 1) are almost non-existent in OLD_LU, which is not
consistent with the current situation. There are, however, urban and built-up land (category 1) in
metropolitan areas such as Beijing, Shanghai, and Guangzhou in the updated land use data, which
arose from rapid recent urbanization. Table 2 shows the overall land classifications across the continent.

Table 2. Transformation relationship from 20 categories of land cover data of IGBP to USGS 24 categories,
and the proportion of each land category from WRF default data (OLD_LU) and updating MODIS data
(NEW_LU) in model domain.

Category Code Proportion (%)

USGS IGBP OLD_LU NEW_LU

Urban and built-up land 1 13 0.007 0.063
Dryland Cropland and Pasture 2 12 7.156 10.273
Irrigated Cropland and Pasture 3 - 6.546 0.025

Mixed Dryland/Irrigated Cropland and Pasture 4 - 0.000 0.000
Cropland/Grassland Mosaic 5 14 2.759 3.635
Cropland/Woodland Mosaic 6 - 1.549 0.290

Grassland 7 10 9.203 13.614
Shrubland 8 6/8 6.108 2.960

Mixed Shrubland/Grassland 9 7 1.591 3.021
Savanna 10 9 2.448 0.072

Deciduous Broadleaf Forest 11 4 1.872 0.250
Deciduous Needleleaf Forest 12 3 3.682 3.152

Evergreen Broadleaf 13 2 1.638 3.539
Evergreen Needleleaf 14 1 1.115 0.712

Mixed Forest 15 5 7.596 10.016
Water Bodies 16 17 41.296 41.096

Herbaceous Wetland 17 11 0.033 0.101
Wooden Wetland 18 - 0.192 0.164

Barren or Sparsely Vegetated 19 16 4.289 6.705
Herbaceous Tundra 20 - 0.000 0.000

Wooded Tundra 21 18 0.787 0.145
Mixed Tundra 22 19 0.019 0.000

Bare Ground Tundra 23 20 0.000 0.000
Snow or Ice 24 15 0.115 0.170

The bold font represents that the NEW_LU data proportion is more than the OLD_LU data in that category. A dash
means that the category does not exist in IGBP.Atmosphere 2018, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW  7 of 23 
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The default WRF vegetation fraction is derived from 5-year AVHRR NDVI climatology, which
covers the period from 1985 to 1990 at a resolution of 0.144◦ [44]. The monthly MODIS MOD13A3 data
in summer 2014 within the simulation period are used to calculate the vegetation fraction in the study
area. These data have been subjected to quality control to remove the effects of clouds and aerosol
pollution. The vegetation fraction calculation method is referred that outlined in Li et al. [46], who
used a dimidiate pixel model for quantifying the vegetation fraction from the normalized difference
vegetation index, which is derived from the remotely sensed red and near-red bands. In the model,
the vegetation fraction (VF) is calculated via the formula:

VFi =
NDVIi − NDVIs

NDVIv − NDVIs
(1)

where i represents one pixel and NDVIS and NDVIV represent the pure pixel NDVI values of barren
soil and vegetation, respectively. In the actual calculation, because most of the pixels are mixed pixels,
which represent a variety of vegetation types, the calculated vegetation fraction represents the total
effect of multiple vegetation types. Therefore, the values of NDVIS and NDVIV affect the accuracy
of the vegetation fraction. The NDVIS and NDVIV values were preset according to Zeng et al. [57]
and Miller et al. [58]. Figure 3 shows the distribution of the default WRF (Figure 3 OLD_VF) and
updated dynamically accordant vegetation fraction values (Figure 3, NEW_VF) at the model resolution.
The vegetation fraction estimated by the MODIS product is higher than that in the WRF default data,
especially in southern and northeastern China. These are consistent with the actual land use changes
and in agreement with the results of Zhang et al. [56] and Li et al. [46]. The proportions of OLD_VF
and NEW_VF at different vegetation fraction levels are shown in Table 3.Atmosphere 2018, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW  8 of 23 
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Table 3. Proportion of the OLD_VF and NEW_VF at different vegetation fraction levels in summer 2014.

VF-Level
June July August

OLD_VF (%) NEW_VF (%) OLD_VF (%) NEW_VF (%) OLD_VF (%) NEW_VF (%)

VF < 0.2 61.215 53.822 59.437 53.717 57.142 53.268
0.2 ≤ VF < 0.4 8.584 11.098 6.365 9.112 7.170 7.862
0.4 ≤ VF < 0.6 11.196 7.054 8.308 6.194 11.098 5.385
0.6 ≤ VF < 0.8 14.677 10.280 16.143 8.490 17.645 9.416

0.8 ≤ VF 4.329 17.747 9.747 22.488 6.946 24.070

The bold font indicates that the NEW_VF proportion is more than OLD_VF.

2.4. Evaluation Datasets and Methods

The datasets provided by the Climatic Data Center of the National Meteorological Information
Center (NMIC) of the China Meteorological Administration (Available online: http://data.cma.cn) are
used to evaluate downscaling performance. A daily precipitation dataset with a spatial grid resolution
of 0.5◦ is used to assess the downscaling of precipitation simulations. A daily temperature gridded
dataset (0.5◦ × 0.5◦) and daily climatic dataset are used to assess downscaling results in terms of the
mass field. Each experiment was evaluated across China by comparing the simulated results with the
observed data mentioned above using spatial distributions of the variables with all times averaged
using statistical verification techniques. The statistical verifications are calculated as follows, where M
represents the model simulation values, O represents the observed values, and N is the number of
spatial cells so that verifications are computed across all grid cells for each day. The mean error (ME),
which indicates whether the simulation over- or underestimates the mean magnitude of the observed
values, is defined as follows:

ME =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

(MI − Oi) (2)

The root means square error (RMSE), which provides an overview of the accuracy of the
simulations and the observations, is defined as follows:

RMSE =

[
1
N

N

∑
i=1

(Mi − Oi)
2

]1/2

(3)

The correlation coefficient (cc), which shows the strength of the relationship between the
simulation and observed values, is defined as follows:

cc =
(1/(N − 1))[∑N

i
[(

Mi − M
)(

Oi − O
)]
][

(1/(N − 1))[∑N
i=1
(
Mi − M

)2
]
]1/2[

(1/(N − 1))[∑N
i=1
(
Oi − O

)2
]
]1/2 (4)

The mean improvement rate (RATE), which shows the improvement rate between the OLD and
NEW groups for different downscaling methods, is based on RMSE and defined as follows; CRMSE is
the RMSE of the OLD group for a given downscaling method, while NRMSE is the RMSE of the NEW
group for the same downscaling method.

RATE =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

(
CRMSEi − NRMSEi

CRMSEi

)
× 100% (5)

For the purpose of testing, the true ensemble variances of the OLD group or Re (x) and NEW
group or SN (y) are assumed to be equal. Under this assumption, the statistic for the null hypothesis
of no difference between the ME, RMSE, and cc values in OLD and NEW group, is given as:

http://data.cma.cn
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t∗ =
y − x

sp

√
1

ny
+ 1

nx

(6)

where the overbar denotes time average, nx, ny are the ensemble size corresponding to x and y.
The common standard deviation can be estimated by the pooled standard deviation, is given as:

sp =

√(
ny − 1

)
s2

y + (nx − 1)s2
x

ny + nx − 2
(7)

Here, the samples of ME, RMSE and cc are 92-day spatial values in 2014 summer, nx = ny = 92, under
the null hypothesis of equal means of ME, RMSE and cc from two groups, t* follows the Student’s
distribution with f = nx + ny − 2 degrees of freedom (f = 182).

3. Results

This section describes the use of observational data to evaluate the downscaling performance of
each dynamical downscaling method. The daily mean conventional meteorological elements near the
surface include 2 m temperature, 2 m relative humidity, and daily precipitation. The downscaling
results of different methods are compared using the default and updated dynamically accordant
land surface data. The role of land surface data in the process of downscaling is further explored by
analyzing changes in surface heat flux.

3.1. Conventional Meteorological Elements Near the Surface

3.1.1. Temperature

Figure 4 shows the distribution of bias with all times averaged between the simulated and
observed daily mean 2 m temperatures during summer 2014 in different experiments. The main
factor affecting the spatial distribution of temperature is topography. Due to the influence of the
variable terrain in the Tibet Plateau (TP), there are visual features that the spatial distribution of daily
temperature bias corresponding variable terrain. The TP temperature simulation shows negative bias
in each experiment, as compared to the positive bias seen in other regions.

The CT downscaling method shows the worst downscaling performance. As shown in Figure 4
(OLD_CT and NEW_CT), there are large positive deviations in regions separate from the TP and
the RMSE (value averaged over all days; OLD_CT /NEW_CT) is 4.327/4.168 K (Table 4). The SN
method reduces the positive bias seen in the CT method as shown in Figure 4 (OLD_SN and NEW_SN);
the RMSE (OLD_SN/NEW_SN) is 3.167/3.039 K. The Re method also reduces the positive bias
in study domain apart from the TP, as shown in Figure 4 (OLD_Re and NEW_Re), the RMSE
(OLD_Re/NEW_Re) is 2.780/2.729. With decreases in their positive bias, the SN and Re simulations
introduce negative bias in the TP. A comparison of the first (OLD) and second (NEW) rows indicates
that positive bias that located in east China is reduced in all downscaling methods using updated land
surface information (Figure 4; CT/SN/Re). The t-tests (Figure 4; CT_t/SN_t/Re_t) show that there are
statistically significant differences in temperature simulations between NEW and OLD at 90% level or
higher in eastern China. In particular, there is a large bias in the Sichuan province, which is reduced in
the SN simulations by using updated land surface information. This phenomenon indicates that the
temperature simulation is sensitive to land use and vegetation fraction; therefore, it is necessary to use
accurate dynamic initial land surface data.
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Figure 4. Bias distribution of the daily averaged temperature (T2) in summer 2014. The first row
(continuous integration (CT), spectral nudging (SN), and re-initialization (Re); OLD_CT, OLD_SN,
OLD_Re) contains the OLD group, the second row (NEW_CT, NEW_SN, NEW_Re) contains the NEW
group. The third row (CT, SN, Re) is the difference between simulation of NEW and OLD group.
The last row (CT_t, SN_t, Re_t) is the statistical significance of the difference between NEW and OLD
group for each grid 92-day simulations of temperature correspond to CT, SN, and Re, respectively.
The left (OLD_CT, NEW_CT, CT), middle (OLD_SN, NEW_SN, SN), and right (OLD_Re, NEW_Re, Re)
columns correspond to the CT, SN, and Re simulations, respectively.

In order to quantitatively describe the surface temperature downscaling performance in different
experiments, the daily time series of the spatial ME, RMSE, and cc were compared. Figure 5 shows
the spatially averaged daily variations of 2 m temperature during the summer of 2014 in different
experiments. Meanwhile, this section provides the statistical significance of the difference between
OLD and NEW group, SN and Re methods. The results show that the Re method has smallest RMSE
(Table 4), followed in order by the SN and CT downscaling methods. Figure 5a shows that changes
in the ME and CT method simulations overestimate temperature; this positive bias is reduced in
the SN method. Updating the land surface information (NEW) reduces the temperature simulation
RMSE in CT and SN dynamical downscaling methods (Table 5). The surface energy balance is also
affected by the surface roughness, reflectivity, and emissivity through their effects on turbulence and
surface heat flux; the underlying surface condition determines the surface roughness, reflectivity,
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and emissivity. Because the initial reflectivity is determined by the static land surface data in WRF,
changes in land use and vegetation fraction primarily affect emissivity. Updating the land surface
information increases the vegetation fraction, such that the emissivity increases and the net radiant
energy on the surface is reduced. With the increased surface roughness of the mixed forest, wind
speed decreases, turbulence weakens, heat exchange weakens, and the sensible heat flux decreases.
The probability density distribution (Figure 6) also confirms this observation.
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daily 2 m temperature in the summer of 2014 over China. The top (NEW_CT, OLD_CT), middle
(NEW_SN, OLD_SN), and bottom (NEW_Re, OLD_Re) rows correspond to the CT, SN, and Re
simulations, respectively.
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Figure 6. Probability density distribution of daily temperature MB for each grid and each day in
summer 2014.

Table 4. The daily spatial ME, RMSE, cc, and RATE of temperature at 2 m for averaged over days in
the summer of 2014.

T2

OLD_CT NEW_CT OLD_SN NEW_SN OLD_Re NEW_Re

ME (K) 1.908 1.562 0.259 −0.249 −0.73 −0.457
RMSE (K) 4.327 4.168 3.167 3.039 2.78 2.729

cc 0.841 0.873 0.901 0.901 0.903 0.907
RATE (%) 0.00 3.68 0.00 4.04 0.00 1.84

The bold font represents better skill in the corresponding method.
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Table 5. The results of Student’s-t of spatial ME, RMSE and cc for daily 2 m temperature in summer 2014.

T2
t* (tα = 1.653)

ME RMSE cc

NEW vs. OLD
CT −2.427 −1.745 5.746

SN −15.764 −6.628 0.069

Re 10.036 −3.267 1.596

SN vs. Re
OLD 23.722 24.570 −2.698

NEW 16.296 14.881 −0.966

tα is the threshold value of t at the significance level of α, and tα is 1.653 when α = 0.1.

In the CT method, bias fluctuates widely with time; the SN and Re methods reduce error and
effectively suppress these fluctuations. Furthermore, bias is reduced, and the temperature simulation
performance is improved in the NEW group. But the benefits of updating land surface information for
the SN and Re methods are not as significant as CT.

3.1.2. Relative Humidity

In the relative humidity simulation, the trend of bias is opposite to that of the temperature
simulation. Except for the southern TP, a negative relative humidity bias exists across China; the
positive humidity in southern TP is in contrast to the negative temperature bias (Figure 7). The CT
method produces a large negative bias (of ~20%) in northeastern China, southern Xinjiang, and North
China. The SN method effectively reduces the negative bias in the above-mentioned regions to ~10%.
The Re method effective reduce the negative bias in most parts of China, reducing the bias to ~6%.
The Re method performs the best for relative humidity in China, followed by the SN and CT methods.
Compared with the OLD group, the NEW group, which has updated dynamically accordant land
surface data, features improvements in humidity for CT and SN, as well as some improvements in
Re, but this improvement was not significant. In the CT and SN simulation results, the negative
bias is reduced in the northeastern, and Sichuan regions. In the Re results, the simulated relative
humidity is close to the observed value except in the southern TP. In conclusion, relative humidity
has a close relationship between evaporation and plant evapotranspiration. Evaporation and plant
evapotranspiration are extremely sensitive to the vegetation fraction. By updating the land surface
information, models reduce bias in CT and SN methods and improve their simulations of relative
humidity. Compared with CT and SN, there is only a minor difference in Re between NEW and OLD.
The OLD_Re simulation has a relatively small bias, so compared with OLD_CT and OLD_SN, there is
less improvement in the OLD_Re.

Statistical tests allow more detailed examination of the downscaling performance of the three
methods. Figure 8 shows daily variations in the mean 2 m relative humidity for the summer of 2014
in different experiments. Figure 9 shows the probability density of the daily relative humidity ME
for the summer of 2014 in China. A conspicuous negative ME exists in the CT simulation; the ME
values are slightly negative in the SN and Re simulations, but to a lesser degree than that in the CT
method. Comparing the three methods, the ME is minimized in the Re simulations, in which it is closer
to 1. Comparing the OLD and NEW results, the relative humidity of the simulation increases with
the increase in vegetation fraction arising from the updated land surface information, ameliorating
most of the negative ME values. Figure 8b shows an RMSE time series in which the CT method has the
maximum RMSE, with a mean RMSE (OLD_CT) of 24.034% (Table 6); the SN mean RMSE (ODL_SN)
is reduced, at 19.539%. The Re RMSE (OLD_Re) is the smallest, at 15.966%. The introduction of
the updated land surface information obviously improves the CT and SN methods (Table 7), which
have RATE values (NEW_CT and NEW_SN) of 15.38% and 11.55%, respectively. There is no clear
improvement in the Re method, for which the RATE value (NEW_Re) is 4.92%. The cc results echo
the ME and RMSE results. In the Re method, the spin-up time is short due to the frequent updating
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of initial information. Thus, the effect of the land surface information on the climate field is not
cumulative, and the land surface information has little effect on the Re method.
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Figure 8. Time series of spatial ME (a); root means square error (RMSE) (b); and cc (c) for daily
2 m relative humidity in the summer of 2014 over China. The top (NEW_CT, OLD_CT), middle
(NEW_SN, OLD_SN), and bottom (NEW_Re, OLD_Re) rows correspond to the CT, SN, and Re
simulations, respectively.
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Table 6. Same as Table 4, but for 2 m relative humidity.

RH2

OLD_CT NEW_CT OLD_SN NEW_SN OLD_Re NEW_Re

ME (%) −13.15 −9.148 −8.529 −5.486 −3.355 −1.774
RMSE (%) 24.034 20.338 19.539 17.282 15.966 15.209

cc 0.537 0.591 0.613 0.647 0.649 0.666
RATE (%) 0.00 15.38 0.00 11.55 0.00 4.92

The bold font represents better skill in the corresponding method.

Table 7. Same as Table 5, but for 2 m relative humidity.

RH2
t* (tα = 1.653)

ME RMSE cc

NEW vs. OLD
CT 4.900 −5.578 2.899
SN 5.244 −3.990 1.729
Re 2.713 −1.383 0.832

SN vs. Re
OLD −8.863 6.212 −1.717

NEW −6.409 3.856 −0.951

3.2. Precipitation

In this section, the spatial distributions and temporal variations of total daily accumulated
precipitation (mm/day) are described. Figure 10 shows the observed spatial distributions and temporal
variations of diurnally averaged precipitation during the summer of 2014 over China (Figure 10a,b).
The daily precipitation presents obvious features, showing abundant precipitation in the south and
scarce precipitation in the north. Precipitation is less than 6 mm north of the Yangtze River and
6–10 mm south of the Yangtze River, with individual areas featuring more than 10 mm. Figure 11
compares simulated diurnally averaged precipitation bias from the three methods using OLD and
NEW land surface data during the summer of 2014 over China. The mean diurnal characteristics of
precipitation are captured well north of the Yellow River, but somewhat overestimated south of the
Yellow River. China is located in the Asian monsoon region, and the monsoonal circulation plays
an important role in the transport of water vapor. Thus, the distribution of seasonal precipitation is
strongly influenced by the Asian monsoon. Precipitation is also significantly affected by the large
terrain; seasonal precipitation in China has long challenged meteorologists due to the complexity of
the East Asian topography. Of the three methods, the CT and Re methods overestimated precipitation
in the eastern TP, Northeast Plain, and Hunan Jiangxi province junction. The Re method clearly
overestimated precipitation in the eastern TP, while the CT method clearly overestimated precipitation
in the Hunan Jiangxi province junction. However, mean precipitation is realistically simulated by
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the SN method, which produces only a small positive bias in the southwestern region. The SN
provides large-scale flow consistent with the large-scale reanalysis circulation, which prevents the
model results from drifting away from the large-scale circulation above the boundary layer and shows
advantages for precipitation simulation. The Re method frequently updates the ICs and LBCs with
more detailed topography and performs reasonably well in downscaling surface parameters. Updating
the land surface information does not adjust the large-scale circulation field, so these updates do
not improve precipitation caused by large-scale circulations. The Re simulation runs with a shorter
spin-up time, subdivide some parameters, which generally have long memory (such as soil parameters)
from a long simulation into shorter ones. This problem should be addressed in the design of optimal
re-initialization spin-up times.
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Relationships between verification parameters and observations are shown in Figure 12. Figure 13
shows the probability density of the daily accumulated precipitation ME. Table 8 shows a summary of
the ME, RMSE, cc, and RATE for daily accumulated precipitation in summer 2014 over China. The CT
runs feature the maximum RMSE (OLD_CT/NEW_CT) (Figure 12b, Table 8), while the Re method
overestimates precipitation during all of the experiments (Figure 12a). Compared to the CT and Re
methods, the SN simulations show minimal RMSE and the highest correlations with observed data
(Table 8), and, therefore, outperform the other downscaling methods for daily mean precipitation. This
is consistent with the spatial distribution results discussed earlier. In these tests, there is no obvious
change between the NEW and OLD groups in the precipitation simulation (Figure 13, Table 9).Atmosphere 2018, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW  17 of 23 
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3.3. Surface Heat Flux 460 
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accumulated precipitation in the summer of 2014 over China. The top (NEW_CT, OLD_CT), middle
(NEW_SN, OLD_SN), and bottom (NEW_Re, OLD_Re) rows correspond to the CT, SN, and Re
simulations, respectively. 2014.
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Table 8. Same as Table 4, but for daily accumulated precipitation in summer, 2014.

Precip

OLD_CT NEW_CT OLD_SN NEW_SN OLD_Re NEW_Re

ME (mm) 1.832 2.082 1.106 1.428 2.461 2.594
RMSE (mm) 15.479 15.292 11.04 11.09 11.638 11.65

cc 0.051 0.091 0.432 0.429 0.118 0.111
RATE (%) 0.00 1.21 0.00 −1.03 0.00 −0.45

The bold font represents better skill in the corresponding method.
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Table 9. Same as Table 5, but for daily accumulated precipitation in summer, 2014.

Precip t* (tα = 1.653)

ME RMSE cc

NEW vs. OLD
CT 0.803 −0.261 2.522
SN 1.594 0.137 0.136
Re 1.070 0.035 0.443

SN vs. Re
OLD −8.229 −1.610 17.262

NEW −6.847 −1.547 16.907

3.3. Surface Heat Flux

The land surface energy balance is significantly affected by the land surface initial information,
and surface latent heat flux and sensible heat flux are important components of the surface energy
balance. Surface energy balance is reflected in changes in mean surface sensible heat flux and latent
heat flux. Therefore, these variables can be explored to gain a better understanding of the effect of
updating land surface information on the surface energy balance in different downscaling methods.
Figure 14 shows three-month (JJA-2014) average sensible heat flux (W m−2) from the OLD model
simulation and differences with the corresponding NEW model simulations in the three downscaling
methods. In the different downscaling methods, the sensible heat flux is similar to the general trend,
but differences exist in many areas. In the Xinjiang and northeast China regions, the SN sensible
heat flux exhibits a larger order of magnitude, followed in order by the CT and Re methods. South
of the Yangtze River, the sensible heat flux magnitudes simulated by the SN and Re methods are
similar, and that simulated by the CT method is small. There is a change in the sensible heat flux
after updating the land surface information. The sensible heat flux variation trends are similar in the
different downscaling methods, but the magnitude variation differs in different regions. For instance,
in northeastern China, the land surface information update leads to an increased vegetation fraction
and the sensible heat flux is decreased; these changes are most obvious in the CT method (Figure 14,
NEW_CT), followed by the SN (Figure 14, NEW_SN) and Re methods (Figure 14, NEW_Re). However,
in the northwestern TP, in which the land surface information update changes the land categories
from mixed shrubland/grassland (categories 9) to barren or sparsely vegetated (categories 19) areas,
the sensible heat flux is increased in the CT and Re methods, with the clearest increases in the CT
method. In the northeast part of the Yunnan province, where shrubland (categories 8) are transformed
into mixed forest (categories 15), the sensible heat decreases; in the southern Guizhou, where the
broadleaf forest (categories 12) changes to shrubland (categories 8), the sensible heat flux increases.
In the Sichuan province, a large area of cropland and pasture (categories 3) changes to broadleaf
(categories 13), the vegetation fraction is increased, and the sensible heat is reduced.

The trend of latent heat flux is opposite to that of the sensible heat flux (Figure 15). In summer,
in the Xinjiang area, which features a large desert, moisture is scarce, and the sensible heat flux
is dominant; the latent heat flux is small compared to the sensible flux. The variations in latent
heat flux are similar between the three downscaling methods; the vegetation fraction, and thus
evapotranspiration, increases over most of China, and these changes are most obvious in the
northeastern and Sichuan province. In southern Guizhou, the latent heat flux is reduced due to
the conversion of deciduous broadleaf forest (categories 11) to mixed forest (categories 15).
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4. Summary and Discussion

The performance of dynamical downscaling is affected by diverse geographical, seasonal, regional
climate model, and driven field factors. In this paper, the performance of three dynamical downscaling
methods, including the CT, SN, and Re methods, are compared. The effect of updated static land
surface information on downscaling performance is also explored for the three dynamical downscaling
methods. Two groups of experiments are performed using WRF, one based on the default WRF
USGS land use data and AVHRR vegetation fraction data, and the other based on MODIS land
use and vegetation fraction data consistent with the selected simulation period. Each group of
experiments contains runs using the CT, SN, and Re methods in which dynamical downscaling is
performed for ERA-Interim reanalysis data at a resolution of 30 km in the summer of 2014 over China.
The downscaling results, which include conventional meteorological elements and precipitation,
are evaluated against observation data provided by the NMIC. The mechanisms are examined by
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which changes in land surface information affect near-surface variables and precipitation in the three
dynamical downscaling methods.

The significant conclusions drawn from the 2 m temperature and relative humidity are as follows.
The traditional continuous integration approach (CT) shows the worst performance among the
downscaling methods. The model drifts away from the forcing ERA-Interim reanalysis over the
course of long integrations, and the simulations seriously overestimate surface temperature and
underestimate relative humidity (except in the TP region). The SN downscaling simulations perform
better than CT, reduces the temperature overestimation and relative humidity underestimation. The Re
method has smallest RMSE in 2 m temperature and 2 m relative humidity simulations. In the OLD
group, the Re method is more advantageous than the SN method by test of statistical significance
(Tables 4 and 5). The precipitation verification shows that all three methods overestimate precipitation
south of the Yangtze River. The Re runs feature the most obvious overestimations in the southeast TP,
followed by the CT method; the SN method, which constrains error growth in large-scale circulations
during long simulations, shows the smallest bias in precipitation magnitude and distribution. The SN
method also maintains consistency with the large-scale behavior of the ERA-Interim forcing data
higher in the atmosphere.

The default land use and vegetation fraction in the WRF do not accurately reflect the land
surface conditions during the analysis period. Compared with the OLD group, the ME, RMSE
simulations of temperature and relative humidity are significantly improved in NEW_CT/NEW_SN
experiments, and ME is improved in NEW_Re experiments. This effect is especially conspicuous in
the CT method, followed by the SN and Re methods. Because the CT method is less constrained
by forcing fields in the continuous integration process and is allowed the model to develop freely.
The 2 m temperature and relative humidity are more sensitive to changes in land surface information.
Therefore, the CT simulations are improved after accurate land surface information is introduced.
However, because precipitation is affected by the large-scale circulation field, there is no obvious
improvement in precipitation.

The results support this study’s hypothesis that updating accurate land surface information
would affect downscaling performance. However, the benefits of updated land surface information for
SN and Re methods are not as significant as CT. There are two possible reasons for this. First, when the
large-scale information is nudged, the development of small-scale information generated by the land
surface information changes is restricted in SN. However, the reason for this is still uncertain, and this
topic needs additional research and analysis. Second, in the Re method, the initial field is frequently
updated and fails to reflect the cumulative effect of updating land surface information on the climate
field. Future studies will explore a method to reduce this drawback.

The heterogeneity and complexity of a land surface is characterized by various land surface
information parameters in the model land surface processes. Therefore, in order to more accurately
reflect land-atmosphere interactions, accurate initial land surface information is introduced in a
regional model to obtain more valuable small-scale regional information. This, in turn, achieves greater
added value through dynamical downscaling, which is a cost-effective and practical approach to
improve the dynamical downscaling performance of different methods. Therefore, it is necessary to
create dynamically accordant initial land surface data sets consistent with the downscaling experiment
analysis period.
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